LEARNING PROGRAMMING USING OBJECTS-FIRST APPROACH THROUGH FOLKTALES
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**Abstract**

Teaching programming to the amateur programmers and non-programmers with design and educational technology background are tough. Needless to say, it is pertinent for them to have some basic programming skills. We realized the needs to motivate the potential programmers therefore, proposed the integration of folktales in learning programming. This paper shares an approach of teaching programming using the folktales to create awareness also to simulate the amateur and non-programmers interested with folktales at the same time motivated to complete a creation of digital story using 3D programming software, Alice and Unity. Mixed-methods approach revealed participants’ positive behavior towards learning programming although it was perceived difficult. The finding also indicates that they can understand the programming language and successfully explored the software to create a digital story.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Various researches have been carried out to motivate non-programmers to learn programming languages [1], [2]. The importance of the programming language is seen with the skills and knowledge required to create Internet applications and also creative content for the evolving mass-consumption mobile devices such as Ipad, smartphones and other. Learning programming for non-programmers are especially challenging and we seek alternatives to lower the learning gap for programming language among the non-programmers.

The increasing prominence of Web 2.0 and ultimately Web 3.0 are sweeping the younger generation into a highly dynamic entertaining world whereby most of the physical appearance involves highly interactive and virtually designed objects, mostly in the 3-Dimensions. We instilled intrinsic motivation within the students by justifying the need to sustain their interest towards folktales. We have proposed the integration of folktales with programming for the non-programmers and amateur programmers using the object-first teaching approach. Objects-first *emphasizes the principles of object-oriented programming and design from the very beginning. It allows user to visualize the programming language with the notions of objects and inheritance [33]. It is the goal of this paper to shed light on how to sustain the interest of non-programmers and amateur programmers towards programming language by shifting their role as a folktales reader to become digital storyteller using 3D programming software.

2.0 SUSTAINING FOLK STORIES

2.1 ICT-The Threats and Alternatives

Folktales is a form of traditional story telling that exist long time ago when Information Computer and Technology (ICT) and technology were not present. It serves to entertain and to impart values to the younger generation [3] and often come in form of story narration carried out by parents due to illiteracy...
[4]. Although the publication of folktales seems to be very high generally [6], the publication for these titles in Malaysian industry was very slow [7]. It was probably due to of the way it was packaged [8]. Threats were obviously seen with the almost diminishing traditional cultural heritage due to lesser economic value it carries, on top of the needs for financial support for the cultural activities [8]. Wayang Kulit, for instance, nearly became a dying art with the presence of animation until approaches carried out by concerned parties to sustain the cultural of Wayang Kulit either through workshops [9] or technology related activities [10], [11].

Giving the importance of folktales, various proposals have also been taken up to sustain the interest of younger generation at preschool by adopting it in literature to nurture the interest of reading [5], [12]. The influence of ICT to sustain the interest and value in the folktale has been revealed through a study on children aged 5-12 years old [13]. E-book, another potential prospect has also been another approach. World of Tales [14], for instance has extensive collection of the world’s folktales in hypertext format. However, an unpublished study [15] cautioned that too much reading from the electronic devices such as monitor screen or e-book can result in weak reading skills among the children. We uptake this challenge and suggest that instead of allowing a reader to assume passive role on electronic devices, the reader should transform his/her role to be an active director of a folk tale. This is possible to be done when they become a programmer of the digital story. This study takes motivation based on various positive findings on how ICT has benefit in promoting and sustain the interest of teaching and learning [16], [17].

2.2 Tools for Digital Story Telling

The advancement of technology in our lives has changed the way storytelling is being communicated. The use of digital tools allow each story to be narrated interestingly with visual, animation and also audio. The Google search suggests two web sites offer the best top-10 tools for creating digital storytelling, Technology Tidbits [18] and Educators Technology [19]. The program proposed from the listing unfortunately were not selected in this study because they mainly serve 2-D and their functions are limited within the working environment. Similar to toys, software was also categorised according to the age of uses. Figure 1 shows the ideal age for using the programming software [20]. It only compare between Alice [21], Scratch [22] and Greenfoot [23].
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**Figure 1** Target age groups for Alice, Scratch and Greenfoot

3.0 RESEARCH METHOD

3.1 Setting and Participant

The purpose of this study was to investigate the behavior of the amateur and non-programmers to create a digital story based on an existing folktales using 3-D programming software. At the same time, the participants learnt fundamental programming through exploring the variable, methods and function of programming. The pilot study was conducted in a private university in Malaysia and involved a focus group of nine postgraduates. The project was on individual basis.

Due to the smaller scale, this study adopted mixed-methods research design to overcome the weakness of purely quantitative data [24]. The questionnaires for the quantitative questionnaire were adapted from [25]. The following open-ended survey, qualitative data was collected to enrich the quantitative data. Similarly to [26], the mixed-methods approach was to describe the students’ behavior towards the adoption of the software proposed in this study.

3.2 Selection of Software

Since the younger generation often prefers 3D visuals so we have considered Alice to be used as the developing software instead of Scratch. The reason was also partly of the age factor revealed in Figure 1. We did not considered Greenfoot although it meets the age requirement because it does not have many 3D objects in the library as compared to Alice. The availability of 3D objects in the library is important in this study because it is convenient for the participants whom had about three weeks to create the digital story.

Two participants (n=2) included Unity [27] in this study because of prior skills one had meanwhile another participant wanted to adopt the software due to its capability in creating games for apps. The rest of the participants (n=7) used Alice as the programming tools. This study adopted purposeful sampling whereby the students were given a task of creating a digital story based on a folktale using either Alice or Unity programming software.

The software selected for the study was due to the reason it serves as part of the course requirement to learn the programming language. Besides, it features on 3-D which would be interesting to the younger generation. The participants were asked to create an interactive virtual world of Malaysia folktales. They were Web sites were provided to the participants in order for them to understand more about folktales:

- Definition of folk story
- Research on folk story
- The Story of the Coconut Tree
- Outwitting a Crocodile
3.3 Procedures

The focus of this study was to interpret the story in a folktale and translated them into an interactive digital story. Figure 2 shows a dynamic flow work for non-programmers to create the digital story based on a folktale.
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**Figure 2** Conceptual framework for programming

The process started with Folktales Research where the user checks the availability objects that can be used in the folktales. This will avoid spending long time and meet with hurdles to create own object due to incompetency. Next, the user will proceed to the Flowchart phase where they translate the folktale narratives into storylines from a reader’s perspective and produces sketches of flowchart accordingly to the logic in the folktales. This step will ensure clarity of story to be translated in the programming software. They further extend it with sketches of storyboard in the Storyboard phase in either visual, textual or pseudo code form. This step reduce the amount of time spend on reproducing the storyboard on paper. The final step is the Delivery whereby the user will decide how to export their multimedia programming work to desirable platform for viewing pleasure.

The phases were centre to the multimedia programming software due to the nature of software of today which allow quick and flexible editing. Problems faced by the user often could be solved by entering the error message to Google.

3.4 Mixed-Methods Data Analysis, Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the demographic of the respondents participated in this study.

Majority of the participants (55.6%) were female. The participants received fairly amount of exposure on the programming language and has spent approximately 2-5 times a week to learn the software in this study.66.6% of the participants rated their level of programming as average while 33.4% found it difficult to learn. However, upon the completion of study, majority of the participants (83.3%) acknowledged that they have become intermediate user although the remaining 16.7% felt they are still a novice user.

**Table 1** Demographic characteristic of respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Profiles</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender (n=9) Male</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>44.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>55.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure on programming language (n=7)</td>
<td>No-3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes-4</td>
<td>57.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent on programming software during this study (n=7)</td>
<td>Once a week-3</td>
<td>42.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-5 times a week-4</td>
<td>57.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First time exposure, perceived level of programming (n=6)</td>
<td>Difficult-2</td>
<td>33.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average-4</td>
<td>66.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Easy-0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After study, perceived programming competency (n=6)</td>
<td>Highly experienced -0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Novice User -1</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate User -5</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the qualitative data, * indicates the participants who used Unity.

**Table 2** Attitude towards usage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I believe it is a good idea to use the programming software for my coursework.</td>
<td>3.4444</td>
<td>1.1304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like the idea of using the programming software.</td>
<td>3.1111</td>
<td>1.0541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the programming software provided me with a lot of enjoyment.</td>
<td>2.6667</td>
<td>0.7071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall, I enjoyed using the programming software.</td>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have a generally favourable attitude toward using the programming software.</td>
<td>3.3333</td>
<td>0.8660</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the mean value for the items that were categorized under attitude towards usage, 1 indicates Strongly Disagree while 5 indicates Strongly Agree. In general, the participants have rather positive attitudes (mean value above 2.500) in using the programming software. Most of them had a
favourable experience and enjoyed the process of creating the task given using the programming software.

On the qualitative aspect, the students were asked “How has the programming software made learning programming fun for them?” Some of the useful insights were:

• * With lots of preset actions.
• The interactivity.
• It is easy to learn and more interactions. Easy to navigate & animate.
• Provide GUI.
• I can easily try and error when learning the programming software.
• The 3d environment seems to distract me from the idea of learning programming when I am actually learning without wholly realising.
• * wasn’t fun because it requires lots of time to learn but when there are results in outcome, it gives me satisfaction feeling.
• It’s never fun when you learning programming software through Alice

Table 3 Behavioral intention to use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I intend to use the programming software frequently for my coursework.</td>
<td>3.1111</td>
<td>0.7817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I intend to use the programming software as often as possible.</td>
<td>2.7778</td>
<td>0.9718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I plan to use the programming software in the future.</td>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td>0.8660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I expect my use of the programming software to continue in the future for 3D and interactive projects.</td>
<td>3.1111</td>
<td>1.1667</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the mean value for the items that were categorised under behavioural intention to use. All items yielded high mean values showing a strong intention to use the programming software. However, it can be noted that the participants were not so keen to use the software as often as possible (mean=2.7778), perhaps due to the nature of the software that is not meant for everyday usage.

Table 4 Perceived ease of use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall, I found the programming software is easy to use.</td>
<td>3.1111</td>
<td>0.7817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning to use the programming software was easy for me.</td>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td>1.1180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My interaction with the programming software interface was clear and understandable.</td>
<td>2.8889</td>
<td>0.6009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It was easy for me to become skilful in using the programming software.</td>
<td>2.6667</td>
<td>0.7071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows the mean value for the items that were categorised under perceived ease of use. The participants viewed the programming software as easier to be used as indicated by the high mean values for all items. Nevertheless, the participants believed that it was not an easy task to be skilful in using the software (mean=2.6667). This could be due to their perception on the complexity of the software.

The students were further probed in order to understand why the software had hindered their interest to learn programming. The question directed was: “Were there any challenges in learning the software that stopped you from learning?” The respondents revealed the following:

• Repetition of Alice to show the 3d from first after any small changes.
• Yes it is time consuming.
• Syntax error.
• The software crashes quite often.
• The recurring glitches and errors were the challenges.
• Yes. The list is infinite
• No all the tutorials are in the websites.
• *I have no difficulty learning basics of software but have difficulty to learn advance programming software due to the technical calculation.
• *Confusion between codes.

A question was probe “How has the programming software made learning programming easy for you?” Majority of the respondents revealed positively except one respondent who perceived the Alice software was difficult to learn:

• Alice is user friendly and easy to learn.
• The 3d as objects makes it easy to interact with.
• All the predefine function are provided.
• Provide guideline and steps. The software includes drag and drop programming features.
• It is based on a drag and drop concept.
• I could understand the foundation of programming (if/else/then/etc) through Alice.
• *Simplifying the workflow.
• *Programming software is programmed to suit human behaviour and how human thinks. This made learning programming easy for me.
• It hasn’t

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I think it is very interesting to learn new things like the programming software.</td>
<td>4.1111</td>
<td>0.9280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generally speaking, I like to accept new things.</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td>0.8660</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 shows the mean value for the items that were categorised under personal innovativeness. Although there were only two items under this category, it shows a very high motivation for the participants to be innovative. Both items obtained a very high mean value.

The following qualitative feedback for the question “Did the programming software motivate you to learn programming?” was also obtained.

• Yes I like to learn programming future.
• Yes I am looking to gain more knowledge in programming.
• Yes it makes learning programming a little bit easier.
• Yes because of the flexibility of using the models of predefined functions.
• *It did motivate me as I can produce an interactive prototype product.
• *No. it was not through a proper channel. Timing was not good enough.
• No. Need to have a simplified manual or tutorial for beginners from professional or experienced programmer.
• Not really. Unless it provides additional commands to expedite the programming process.
• Nope

Although the participants noted their willingness to learn new things, the qualitative data revealed otherwise. Participants revealed that the software was difficult to learn although guidance was provided to them and the many free resources are available on the Web. One reason to the lack of motivation was due to the time limitation. Nevertheless, one of the participants went beyond the project brief and created a folktale based on BawangPutih, BawangMerah and distributes it on the Web, http://retale.in-action.info:

The purpose of the website is to provide foundation overview of the Nusantara folktale, “BawangPutih, Bawang Merah”, whilst encouraging users with or without prior programming background into participating in the act of conserving the folktale through digital storytelling in Alice 2.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Using the programming software improved my performance in programming.</td>
<td>2.8889</td>
<td>0.9280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the programming software increased my productivity in creating interactive products.</td>
<td>3.0000</td>
<td>1.2247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the programming software enabled me to accomplish 3D programming more quickly.</td>
<td>3.2222</td>
<td>0.9718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I found using the programming software is useful in learning programming.</td>
<td>3.2222</td>
<td>1.3017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the programming software enhanced my effectiveness in learning multimedia programming</td>
<td>3.7778</td>
<td>0.9718</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 shows the mean value for the items that were categorised under perceived usefulness. The participant generally viewed the software as useful in helping them to complete the interactive multimedia tasks. All items yielded high mean values and the participants perceived the software as a tool to enhance their effectiveness in learning multimedia programming.

Students were also asked “How do you see the usefulness of learning multimedia programming?” and their responses indicate positive rewards and usefulness in their potential job in educational technology:

• To design 3d game or animation with Alice it is useful.
• For advance work would be fine.
• It is very useful.
• Make learning easy e.g. you can see object and images not just some boring text.
• It is important for the final year project.
• It might benefit me in my future multimedia coursework.
• It is beneficial for multimedia artists/researcher in understanding the underlying codes instead of just understanding the aesthetical needs.
• Learning multimedia programming lets me create a prototype of product interactivity
• more variety, easy to learn and absorb information more quickly, entertaining and fun
Table 7 Overall comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attitude towards usage</td>
<td>3.1111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioural intention to use</td>
<td>3.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived ease of use</td>
<td>2.9167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal innovativeness</td>
<td>4.0556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness</td>
<td>3.2222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 summarises the mean values for each category. The overall mean for the categories were obtained to illustrate the perception of the participants on the programming software.

4.0 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The finding revealed very low perceived ease of use by the participants. They struggled to learn the programming language and over some technical issues pertaining to the limitation of the software together with their peers. Nevertheless, they value the software in creating a digital story in their projects. This finding reveals the importance of having positive mind towards learning new software, especially one as difficult as programming language.

Research that implied on the importance of using ICT to create the folktales for audience as young as preschoolers [6] should be incorporated in current curriculum because it can increase the intrinsic motivation of a student. The motivation for a reader in creating digital story using programming software without any programming background should be encouraged because there is a high demand of programming skills and knowledge in the industry [28]. Learning programming using object-oriented software no doubt does not create huge hindrance to learning for the non-programmers because the software was designed to cater for novice programming language [29]. However, Alice has constantly improved their software functionality to help non-programmer to learn at ease [30]. The age of learning programming software was not a major concern because this study revealed that the success behind the digital story was the motivation of participants to complete the interactive project.

The mixed-methods did not include the study of age and gender due to the study that revealed that gender does not affect the competency of learning programming. However, academic ability and types of learning style had some affect the programming knowledge [31]. This relates to the findings that the participant, who learned Unity during the first time, did not find it fun because it requires lots of time to learn. However, as learning progress with positive results, it also yields satisfaction feeling that encouraged bigger scope of production. This study does not claim the replacement of conventional format such as printed materials because it is acknowledged that some rural places might not have access to the technology and broadband [17]. We are suggesting the programming storytelling as a more engaging method of inspiring the younger generation to embrace the beauty of folktales.

The programming software enables the creation of an interesting yet engaging work which can sustain the interest of the younger generation. In Alice, dialogs are easily created within a mouse click. Participants could also conveniently carry out voice-over to narrate their story.

The disadvantages of Alice software was its support low polygon count unlike Unity. In addition, it could not remain the level of higher interactivity once export to movie file. The participant had overcome it by exporting the digital story to movie format and the digital folktale was showcased through YouTube using its interactive feature. Here is a link to the part 1 of Bawang Putih Bawang Merah (https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=APf4k3SywSA)

By offering the digital story on a Web platform, http://re-tale.in-action.info indicates:

The website also serves as a virtual heritage repository that archives the folktale from different context across the region.

The delivery platform was expanded with the interoperability of Internet. This enables the digital stories to be shared and receive feedback from other online readers. Just as how fast the Facebook has bloomed in the social network media, this is another possibility for folktales. With active competition between Facebook, Instagram and other social media network, folktales may arise as another potential area if more innovative proposal obtained [32].

The learning curve for learning the programming language at the same time to create a digital storyline may be higher than expected. Nevertheless, it is still a possible direction looking at the demand for programming skills in the market. Dealing with programming tools at the same time creating a digital storytelling indeed can fulfill the satisfaction of a user.
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